ALL-SIS Collection Development Committee Meeting
July 9, 2006
Renaissance Grand Hotel, St Louis
9:00-9:45

Present: James Durham, Shaun Esposito, Edward Hart, Jenny Lentz (incoming Cochair), Connie Lenz (outgoing Co-chair), Doug Lind (outgoing Co-chair), Karen
Nuckolls, Courtney Selby.
Agenda:
1. Introductions
2. Review of Previous Year’s Work
a. Description of Organizational Structures—Connie and Helen Wohl
have completed their survey and are currently working on submitting an
article for publication.
b. Directory of Collection Development Contacts—Completed. The site is
currently up and available to AALL members on the ALL-SIS website.
c. Collection Development Policies on the Web—Completed. This site is
also up on the ALL-SIS website.
d. Roundtable—the 2006 Roundtable is scheduled for 4:15 on July 9th.
Karen and Jenny are serving as co-hosts. Karen offered to take notes.
e. Program for 2006 Annual Meeting—the Committee did not submit a
proposal for 2006.
f. Selection Tools Project (GOBI, Hein slips, Blackwell)—Ask Melanie
Dunshee about status of this project. Volunteers to help with this?
3. Projects for the Coming Year
a. OCLC Collection Analysis—Jenny and Karen will work together to
explore the possibility of organizing blanket permissions for this tool.
b. Updating Collection Policies/Contacts on the Web—Edward and
Courtney volunteered to help keep these lists updated.
c. Traveling Collections Project—Courtney and James volunteered to see if
a list of traveling library collections can be developed.
d. Program for 2007 AALL
i. Several people had ideas for a program for the 2007 conference in
New Orleans.
1. OCLC Collection Analysis (Connie)—Many libraries are
just starting to experiment with it. Possible ideas include
having an OCLC rep give a demonstration and invite
speakers from libraries currently using it to share their
experiences.
2. Collecting non-law materials (Doug)—this program
would explore how we, as collection development

librarians, are supporting the increasing need for law
students to do non-legal (e.g., business, etc.) research
3. Publisher panel (Edward)—this panel would involve a
group of selectors from publishers and describe what they
are looking for.
4. Traveling Collections (Courtney)—this program could
serve as an introduction to traveling collections, with a
description of what they are, how to acquire them, etc.

